
each of the two mon'rchs called the other "my brother" and the king of the

Hittites went down to ypt and made a trip through the length and breadth of

Egypt and far south in Egypt there has been found the inscription on a rock celebrat

ing Rameses II, one of the greatest of the Egyptian kings, and. the Hittite king

who had, come down there to that place in the southern place of It as part

of the frienY influence which the two were making to each other. So the

statenent here which is our only hint for over two thousand years, the only hint

anywhere in literature, that the Hittites had been one of the great empires of the

world system-just this one verse here had revealed that. This one vrse which in

tfie Bible simply tells us of the.dea of the Syrians and. nothing else--that in the

Syrian minds the Hittites were as great a power as the Egyptians. So

when the Lord caused this terrific panic to come and. many a battle and. many a war

has been decided by what seemed to be utterly irrational plans or irrational

attitudes or iueas of people. In this case the Lord caused irrational panic to

sweep over these people and they axx arose and fled and. left veryth1ng there

and so, of co'ifse, when the material was brought into the city, the word. of lisha

was fulfilled in themost remarkable and exact manner--fulfilled in a way which

no one could ever have dreamed possible. This wouldn't happen once in thousands

of years quite as complete a turnout as that which is described here. There

are minor turn-abouts of the same nature, although not to the same extent which

h.ve occurred every now and then in history. Then, of course, we are told here

not that it makes any great deal of difference to us what happened to one of the

lords of the king of Israel, a man whose name even we don 't know, a man of no

great particular importance in himself. What happened to him is not important

enough to describe in the Bible except that we are given here the record of the

way in which lisha's prediction was fulfilled. lisha described this particular

indifid.ual and. told him what was going to happen to him, and we nat find here that

it took place. He saw the great amount of food being brought in; he saw the

xcomplete fulfillment of
the1rediction

but ke was trampled upon in the excitement.
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